VESA - Video Electronics Standards Association
The purpose of this standard is to define the physical mounting interface standards for flat panel monitors used in moveable/desktop applications. The typical mounting device for this standard would be an adjustable arm or mount offering adjustment capabilities beyond a basic desk stand.

Within the VESA mounting interface standard there are two sizes, for smaller monitors a 75 x 75mm (VESA 75) hole pattern is required and for larger monitors a 100 x 100mm (VESA 100).

For smaller monitors VESA 75 is normally required.

For larger monitors VESA 100 is normally required.
Locating The VESA Standard
The VESA mounting interface is normally located in the centre at the rear of the monitor. In some cases a rear plastic cover may need to be removed from the back of the monitor to locate the VESA hole patterns.

In most cases the basic desk stand supplied with the monitor will need to be removed before installing any of the products within the FP Series. Please note that the hole pattern from the desk stand usually does not comply to the VESA standard.

Example layout of the back of a monitor for locating the VESA Standard